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PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY MORNING. JUNE 12. 1907.

44'UNCLE SAM KEEN'
INC COOL

•I

AP-

'

:But Has a Watchful Eye on the Wily
Disciples of Ananias, the Japs-TReady to Strike First in Case
of a Scrap.

•

JUMPED 0 NTRAIN.

BIG DISCREPANCY.

Liabilities ei John Simpson Charged With This
Between Assets and
Petitioner.
Offense—Breach if Ordinance
Warrants.
Eugene Wood, of Hopkinsville, has,
filed a petition, in the office of the
John Simpson was arrested yesdeputy clerk of the United States terday by Officers Orr and Sanders
court asking 'that he be adjudged a on the charge of jumping on a movbankrupt.' The disicrepancy be- ing train in the N., C. & S. L. railtween assets and liabilities are prob- road yards.
ably, greater than in any petition
Torn Whitelaw and P. Gibson
filed here for many months. Ws As- were arrest.d on warrants charging
sets amount to only $45, while his them with a breach of ordinance ,the
liabilities reach the total of $17,79o.• documents being served by Officers
37.—Owensboro Messenger.
Johnson and Cross.

VOLUME XXIV.

NO. 34.

STRONG OPPOSITION TO
JUDGE GORDON REIGNING
THIS WEEK COUNTIES WILL SELECT DELEGATES TO GO
TO THE DISTRICT CONVENTION TO BE HELD NEXT MON, DAY AT PRINCETON, WHERE THE COMBINED FORCES
WILL URGE UPON JUDGE GORDON FOR HIM TO RECONSIDER HIS CONTEMPLATED RESIGNATION,

Hon. Geo. W. Landrainohe Smith.. the following places,whichever is the
was in the city yes- most convenient to you to attend,
landattorney,
Iowa Welcomes Taft.
on,
and stated that and select some good citizen as
tftday
business
College.
Wabash
at
Exercise*
Davenport, Ia., June it.—Secrethe good people of his city were do- chairman to preside over the meett.—The
June
Ind..,
Crawfordsville,
tary of War Taft spent today in this
the ing everything possible to secure a ing, and take such steps as to you
anniversary of
vicinity, paying a visit of inspection seventy-fifth
reconsideration from Judge Fleming and your friends and your neighbors
was
college
Wabash
of
founding
to the Rock Island. arsenal and afteras regards his contemplated may deem proper in selecting some
Gordon
with
connection
wards holding a reception at the eelebrated today in
resignation as judge of the judicial s'uitable persons, as many as can and
Washington, D. C., June 11.—Ofexercises.
week
commencement
the
StanRock Island golf club. Col.
U. S. WATCHES JAPS'
Smithland and will go, to represent your precinct
friends of district including
'ficial Wnshington positively refuses
MOVE; READY
hope E. Blunt, commtndant of the Many alumni and other
EVERY
at a district convention to be held in
county.
Livingston
present. The chief
to become unduly excited at the belTO STRIKE FIRST. arsenal, received the secretary of war the college were
Gordon has occupied the Princeton on Monday the 17th day
fudge
exercises
anniversary
and his party and entertained them feature of the
licose emnations front Tokio, albench for several years, and for 'the of June, Inca, to enter a protest
Washington. D. C., June it—It is
which were held this forenoon, was
sinat luncheon.
a
detected
be
there
may
past few months he has been active against any such coloemplated acthough
of
officially admitted that the Japanese
Wilson,
L.
John
This evening secreiary Taft is to an address by
M organizing aelarge trhst company tion by Judge Gordon, and to insist
was
ister note in the reputed utterances question was taken up at today's cabfeature
be the guest of honor at a reception Seattle, Wash. Another
do business throughout this pot- upon his serving the people who
of Viscount Tani, leader of the op- inet meeting. Secretary Root pre- and dinner to be given by the Tri- the .unveiling of a bust of the late to
Con
of the state. He is contemplat- elected him for the full six years as
of
view
department
exstate
the
graduation
sented
position in the house of peers. The
City press, club ofDavenport. To- President Kane.. The
ing resigning his judgship in order their circuit judge, at the following
and
developments.
recent
tomorrow
held
be
will
ercises
the.cormmorrow he will speak at
noteworthy fact is, however, that for
he can move to Paducah to be places, viz;
The Takahashi-Noda development,
exercises at the Universiz the occasion also will mark the in- president of the mammoth company
Carrsville, Joy, Hampton, Salem,
the first time a feeling of irritation accor.ding to its latest phase, seems mencement
attgeratton of President McIntosh.
ty of Iowa.
that will make this city headquarters. Lola, Birdsville, Tiline, Grand Rivagainst the Japansse government is to put it up to the foreign office in
His present home is in Madisonville ers, Itika, Ledbetter, Berry Ferry
of
observed. Tbe state department de- Japan to explain the relationship
Co!. Landram yesterday brought and Smithland, at all of said places
ambasJapan
the
to
agitators
these
clares that the administration is
with
hint a document showing what at two o'clock p. m.
says
Takahashi
as
inasmuch
sador,
growing weary of the persistent eftranspired at, a meeting held last
and
he
that
today
interview
in
an
Feeling that our duty as good citforts of the Japanese government to
Saturday. at Smithland, where action izens demand. that we rake this acCount Aokire of the same political
into
incidents
unimportant
•
magnify
opposin the judge's resination, was tion, we earnestly hope that you will
mind on the immigration questiOn.
international episodes.
• enter heartily into this
taken as follows:
imthe
of
president
as
Takahashi.
movement to
A broad hint to this effect may be
to,
,Ky.,
June
Smithland
19007.
opposnaturally
is
company,
porting
prevent
falling
such
a
misfortune
govJapanese
delivered soon to the
'At a meeting in Smithland, held upon 115, as the
Jr
ed to restricting Japanese immigracontemplated action
ernment through the state departtion. He and his company are re- DOCUMENT EXPECTED TO ARRIVE TODAY OR TOMOROW on the Rth day of June the following of Judge Gordon would inflict.
ment, where it is felt that the time
call was formulated and issued by the
ported to be importers of Japanese
J. A. Clpton, G. L. Crawford, Thos.
FROM GOVERNOR BECKHAV, AND ON ITS RECEIPT AN- undersigned citizens of Smithland
I itas arrived to deal with the question
of
Takahashi
of
PENIdenial
TO
The
labor.
CARRIED
AND
J. C. Parsons, D. A. Dunn,
Evans,
SENTENCED
BE
WILL
DERSON
than
vigor
and
frankness
with more
and Livingston county, viz.:
STOCK
the report of the conspiracy against
Chas. H. Webb, J. 'A. Adamson,
TENTIARY—BENTON MERCANTILE COMPANY'S
have been observed in the past.
"Whereas,
we
have
been
reliably
EMPANELED
outrt Aoki and the United States
David Adams. S. C. Kendall, 0 C.
TO BE SOLD AT PUBLIC OUTCRY—JUDGE
It is safe to predict a change o
informed that Judge J. F. Gordon is Lasher, C. H.
absolutely
being
as
here
regarded
it
Wilson, W. I. Clarke,
BENTON.
AT
JURY
Jape.
PETIT
Policy in dealing with the little
contemplating resigning as circuit W. F. Cowper. L. D. Threlkeld, C.
necessary for him, but it is said that
This opinion is predicated upon the
judge of this, the Fourth Judicial W. Landram,
his connection with the progressives
A. M. Robertson. F. G.
fact that the story went out from
district of Kentecktf,
records
written
by
established
can
be
LaRue, F. W. Bush, L. C. Hibbs,
cash
one-third
Washington lag iright detailing the
from Governor Beck- bidder. ,aho is to pay
order
The
And whereas, we the undersigned
here.
and the remanider in six months. citizens of Livingston county believe J. M. Davis. L. H. Adams. C. M.
attitude of the war crowd in Japan
expected, will ham is expected today or tomorrow The
ii
it
president.
The
Hollingsworth, W. T. Threlkeld, L.
mergeneral
stock consists of
toward the United States, growing
that such action. by him would be an
pardon
have tomorrow 'the report of Fed- revoking the conditional
D.
Adams, S. P. Berry, C. H. Webb,
f3.at
appraised
was
that
chandise
San
in
happenings
recent
•out of
irreparable injury to the people of Jr., T. H. Wilson.
Fran- granted Cicala Anderson after the
San
of
Attorney
Devlin
eral
IL E. Horton,
the
conduct
to
is
trustee
and
the
oao,
Frandsen, was authorized by Secrethis Judicial district—to citizens as
the alleged outrages of lad was convicted of the charge of !tale at public outcry in Benton.
L T. %Morten, E. F. Hughes, J. D.
tary of State Root, who for momhs cisco on
it would to all litiants and all lawAmerican citizens against Japanese killing John Mix last July during a
Clopton, Gen. P. Rogers, R. L. Dupast has kept this important inforabiding people.
in addition fight behind Charles Graham's saloon
and
city,
that
in
citizens
priest, •R, J. Rivers, hf. D. Presnell,
mation locked in ilia official breast
Therefore,
we mast respectfully in- Frank
Benton Circuit Courit.
will hear the state de- at Ninth and Kentucky. Anderson
he
that
to
Brandstetter, C. A. CarMr.
is
that
The warranted inference
Judge W M. Re d went out to vite and earnestly request that you michael, T. D. Presnell.
partment's comments on the threats was given two years in the penitenRoot, the sagacious statesman that
meet
in
your friends and neighbors
rning. and em"progressive" party of Japan. tiary on being tried in the circuit Benton yesterday
G. L. CRAWFORD. Chairman.
he is, would not have given publcity of the
started trial convention next Saturday., June ie.
for court. The governor's conditional par- paneling tht
today
.
loudly
clamoring
is
which
JOHN C. PARSONS, Secretary.
to facts so vital but for the reasop
"action" against the United States. don superseded the judgment of the of the differeat actions coming before tow. at two o'clock p. m., at one of
that the administration is on the
the City of San Fran- jury in the court there, but now that him at that place, where he will hold
the introduction of a
verge of an entirely new Japanese and not against
until the last of next week. He recently promoted from the fourth an objection to
cisco or the mate of California.
Anderson has not behaved himself court
tending to shove
mass
of
testimony
policy.
able to finish sooner, how- vice-presidency to the position of
japan Closely Watched.
the order revoking the pardon comes may be
that the mayor had made a common
Briefly stated Japan hat become
vice-president,
seiond
in
of
charge
ever
There is not the slightest sugges- from the governor to the circuit
practice of playing fast and loose
offensively cockiah &ad should be
The first case taken op yesterday traffic and construction.
that the United States will court. and Judge Reed will then orwith restaurants and saloon licentiee,
"called down," and jt Uncle Sam tion here
at
of
Mr.
"The
I.
name
over
Pqwers
G.
Rawn,
Cart
with
striking
rewarlike
der Anderson to be taken on to the
and had ordered a number of them
did not intend to deliver the rebuke be intimidated by the
port, from Japan. On the contrary Eddyville penitentiary for incarcera- with striking Chariest Powers over present fourth vice-president of the
up out of ultra motives.
Secretary Root never in the world
held
some
weeks
bludgeon
Haraa
the
is
Mr.
head
with
C.,
as
I.
departmentioned
•
state
the
of
tion as- directed by the jury trying
would hese authorized the statements the sentiment
ago and badly ilajuring Powers.
han's probable successor, although it
ment, the war department and the him.
which i.sued feom the state departis possible that Mr. T. J. Hudson, at
navy department is that if it chime to
rehas
Barkley
Attorney
little
warning
County
last'
This
night
ment
a question of apology to japan, or if ceived, a letter from Colonel Edward
present general traffic manager of
County Clerk's Office.
to the apparently bellicose element
in
the honor of the United States were
in the mikado's kingdom is to be
0. Leigh .the governor's private sec- ,Roy Stanley, colored, was allowed the I. C., may become supreme
would
States
the
United
the
impugned
construction
and
affairs,
traffic
not
court
be
the
county
in
Anderson.
yesterday
oeo
retary. asking that
hinted rather than revealed in the
in aggression.
prosecuted on the Ayers charge until lot securing the body of Robert Cle- work may come more directly into
harsher term.' of an ultimatum, but take the initiative
the
of
The bureaus of intelligence
after the boy serves the two years ments, tite colored boy who was the hands of the chief engineer.
nevertheless the attitude of the I. rak"The repent is regarded as redrowned Monday in Cross Creek. beed States is to be made unmistakable army and navy have representatives for killing Mix.
is
hind Chamblin and Murray's brick liable, although few of the local offiEven a casual glance at the relit- at Tokio, and this government
cials of the I. C. professed to know
yard on South Tenth.
Sell General Stock.
'.
title importance of. the strength of kept informed of every movement
MR. BENNIE FRANKS BOUGHT
peoReferee Bagby yesterday authoriz- • A deed was Todged for record with anything regarding the matter.
the world powers on the sea will coh- made by Japan Army and navy
VIRGIL SHICRRILL'S
ple
that
are
generally
the
opinion
the
of
been
with
has
"Mr.
Harahan
of
Thomas
that
MilMcGregor,
showing
county
the
clerk
ed Trustee
vince even the most timid of the preSTEPPER.
would
Japan
a
party
is
as
an
atiaoking
years
and
of
a
for
number
-C.
I.
Vernon
transfers
the Benton Mercantile company, to. dred Vaughan
parednes‘ of the United States for a
his
not
he
count
for
and
•
much.
both
Nashville
boy,
conAaron
in
operty
the
bankrupt
to
that
country
of
sell th eetock
tilt with Japan—and this even in the
Would Probably Take Islands.
father, President J. T.' Harahan,
cern June 22 to the highest and best ruder.
face of the prtoximity of the Philhowever,
is,
There
impression
an
haying many friends in Nashville, Dr. D. G. Murrell Gets One of
japan
mainland.
'Minas to Japan's
144,04
the Swiftest, While Mr. Zach
and are both well known in this
could nee go to war with a first-class that Japan might, if she declared war
Bryant Does Likewise.
city, where the news if the advance
nation without loads of money and suddenly, nieze the Philippiags and
Hawaii, but could not hold them.
in thP railroad world of both father
an almost unlimited credit, while the
and son has been received with more
United States, by virtue mainly of its War talk, however, is not indulged
or less pride by firmer associates in
commercial importance. can get in in by the diplomatic end of the govMr. Virgil Sherrill. the mill man,
the service."
• :sane for hostilities almost within a ernment here.
sold his fast stepper. "Haryesterday
of
cause
that
if
It is certani
the
moment's warning
Mr. Bennie Frank for
to
A,"
ry
quarrel became acute France would
Aoki Will Not Talk.
the
Toter will hove the aniand
eoso,
SUDDEN STOP IN SCHMITZ
Japan's only recognized strength again make the tender of her good
all the races pulled
in
mal
entered
CITY
BLUNDERS.
CASE;
HE
BE
WILL
FIRST
it in her already organized army— offices and they might be accepted REPORTED OVER THE COUNTRY THAT
club. The horse
Matinee
the
by
off
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE GREAT ERIE SYSTEM WITH
the forces which only two years ago, yif no question of national honor were
looded animals
bluest-b
of
is
the
one
Ruef
Call
to
When
Fails
Prosecution
FOR
CITY
'—
SEVERAL
YORK
ERS
IN
NEW
HEADQUART
subdued the empire of Russia ln involved
section of the
this
to
ever
brought
Favor
in
Ruling
Court Makes
YEARS HE VISITED PADUCAH EVERY liEW DAYS WHILE
Can't Order Ships Prepared.
every other respect Japan is lacountry.
Defense.
of
HERE
BETWEEN
THE
DIVISION
OF
NDENT
SUPERINTE
Under the peculiar circumstances
rnehtably weak and inefficient. True,
•
AND LOUISVILLE.
she has a strong and victorious navy, which are developing the national poDr. 11.%. Murrell yesterday bought
San Francisco, Jun t. te—An imof
liteness
the
United
and
Japan
but it does not compare with that of
one
of Wynn Tullyai fastest horses,
,
:
fa
in
Dinnrie
Judge
by
ruling
portant
the United States, either numerically States appears to he maintained.
aaeo for the animal.
giving
afterthis
tor of the defense early
or in .personnel, with „special refer- while important developments are
Rumors undenied are going over ing eastern and northern roads.
preand
a
to
sudded
'brought
noon
The United States
ence to efficacy or marksmanship.. taking place.
A Nashville, Tenn., dispatch con- mature close the case of the proseMr. Zech Bryant, the clothier. hae
the country that Mr. William J.
Those who do not see any cause could not now reinforce its armed
the rumor, follows:
cerning
a swift running horse from
purchased
E.
Eugene
connection
Ntayor
against
cution
his
severed
has
Harahan
and
could
even for apprehension in the present cruisers in 'Atiatic waters
"Nashville, Tenn., June ti.---Has Schmitz for extortion. The defence, a Nashville. Tenn., firm frnd the anisituation cite as proof of their po- not send orders to get the Oregon with the Illinois Central railroid as W. J. Harahan left the Illinois Centaken by surprise, was not ready to mal will arrive herowin a few days.
sition the wild efforts of the
pro- and Wisconsin ready for an emer- second vice-presideat and accepted tral railroad?
begin the introduction of evidence, He gave a handsome glare for the
-4.
jgressive Japanese party. notably gtney on the California coast withotia the place of tirst vice-president for
answered so Mr Canipttell, after a fifteen min- pedigreed beast. which will also be
has
been
quest'on
"This
strong and Loire in Tokio, to dis- being asked questions by Japan.
'
the great Erie railroad, with head- to the satisfaction of several local ute.; conference with his associates found in the bench at the race
rupt the present ministry. An ,oh-, It is morally certain nevertheless quarters in New York City: If it is railroad people to the effect that he and their client, made the opening tracks, as running race. are to be inject of their wrathi
Ambassador that the United States government is true it means that be is quitting a has, and that hereafter be will be
address to t!te jury in behalf of the augurated.
Aoki td America, whom they claim finding out daily what Japanese road with which he has been con- associated with the Erie railroad
The officers of the chill are now
mayor, and adjournment was orderhat ;not acted- with sufficient ,back- movements and preparations mean.
nected for twenty years, and of system, with headquarters in New ed until tomorrow at jo o'clock.
making up their entries for the next
Xuroki May Be Cause.
lone in dealing with the immigration
which his father. J. I. Harahan, is
Abraham Rue?, indicted jointly race's that will occur one week front
extremely
An
interesting and in president. The son was superintend- York.
to
by
the
bill passed
last congress,
he one
stated
is
it
authority
good
"On
with Mayor Schmitz, and who has the coming Friday. and will
say nothing of the trouble between fact highly sensational turn is given ent of the Louier'le division be- that the position of first vice-presiof the most interesting and fastest of
paradoxically
though
guilty,
pleaded
Japanese and Americans in San to the activities of Noda and Take: tween this city and Louisville for a
offered proclaiming himself innocent of the the series to tie pulled off this, sumhathi. coot representatives, who vis- year or two five years ago, btrt dent of the Erie railroad was
'Francisco.
of
Mr. W. J. Harahan of the I. C. last
will not he called by the state mer An unusually large number
There is this to be remembered, ited ,Count Aoki and the State lle- being a man of ability was rapidly week, and that he 'nag accepted it, charge,
hitt it will
entered,
ebeing
ar
horses
exctief
city
the
tea'tify against
however—the %Mlle element now de- nartment in May. If it be true. as al- promoted until now he is the second Succeeding Mr. J. C. Stuart, general to
prohis former political part- not he of so many events as to
manding a row with the United States leged, that they are moving. spirits in vice-president in charge of traffic and manager of the Erie, although this ecutive and
that afternoon to the
racing
the
long
unexso
prosecution
the
When
ner.,
forced, the, wsr with .Rossia. At any the agitation which has developed construction. • He has bundieds of
tiresome to
its ease without hav- extent that it will became
has not been officially con• re. tht United States will take a against the United States in Japan friends in Paducah, where he came report and is said an attempt has pectedly closed
epectittorfa.
the
was
idea
general
firmed,
the
Ruef,
ing
called
eepj,n gte,oaila of the Japanese WM` and Takahashi's statement at Seattle evefy few days for a year or two
'
been made to keep it still- for a few that he was being saved by Heney
he correct. then it ig the friends of
(*ilia, and that very soon.
To be Rid of Saloons.
while superintendent of the local di- Wee;
AMMO for rebuttal, hitt the Assistant Diswho
Continuing his policy of asMrng- Count Aoki and General Kuroki.
eity,e
frheee (torn
.e T
n h
ttgos
and although Paducahans are
Harahan
vittion,
n Tern..
Mr.
n,
oo
s
n
of
ek
o
a
salo
appointment
this.
denied
"The
trict Attorney
nothing in the way of comment or are responsible for the agitation !tarry to see the I. C. lose him, still
Erie
to the executive family of tne
"We shall not call Rnef at all," he
will
facts to the aectosion of Japanese which dettands apology and repara- they arc gratified at the idea of his
I. C as she is said, "that opporomity by Judge charter will be abolished and it
the
to
loss
a
be
States.
will
the
United
from
tion
Aoki
under
Americatt incidental*. Viecount
placed
and
fill the poaition secreincorporated
to
he
chosen
being
comperegarded as one of the most
Dunne that resulted in Cutting short
Takahashi and Noda. it is said to• -.4 ..yo..ort„...prnosetotrtok--today. as usual, denied himself to
importance ottenn 'the great
-mutv-and—lgee—Hte-reiirefreirst-,-irstrtfre-gustairrfty •
ttery conferred frequently with Gener- ond in
Erie systrm-tirat
Karolci whe he was hero"
•
(Continued on Page *I

ORDER REVOKING PARDON
GRANTED ON CONDITION

DEALS IN FINE
HOPSEFLESH

11

HAS WILLIAM J. HARAHAN
QUIT ILLINOIS CENTRAL

•

„.
I

•

•

'UNCLE SAM KEEPING VEllik COOL

WORIPEDITOR- 'RECEPTION FOR
IS ATTACKED2 THE PARENTS

and his brain needs a rest.

1-3 TUE POPULATIO

The rountry is the place for this
man. He should go where he
ntinued from Page I)
can get away from everything that
sugests the city to him. He should
newspaper
men and proclaimed
go where he can have fresh eggs,
-against any statement
emanating
fresh milk, fresh air, fresh scenes. He
from the embassy relative to the rePOLICE OF HELENA AS A MANY ENTERTAINED IN THE should get next to nature and stay
ported developments of strength in BY
there every minute of his limited
RESULT OF CRUSADE ON
PRIMARY DEPARTWill reside between Broadway. Mayfield road, i9th street and
the opposition party in Japan.
holiday.
FORCE.
MENT,
GRAFT BY
Ambassador Aoki is understood to
Wallace park (39th st.)—the drift is right now in that direction
. .
take the view that there are no matWhen this young man returns to
—sidewalks are ordered out Broadway to 25th — street railway
sters of difference between the Unitthe city he is tanned and strong. His
Sergeant
Clancy
Chief
Ruane
and
COTILL
ION
CLUB
ENTER- exhausted strength
ed States and Japan which are not
has
been extended south on i9th street—sewerage No. 3 cornets
is restored and
Assault Newspaper Man on
TAINS TONIGHT WITH
capable of adjustment if allowed to
his
mind
freshened
is
.
has
He
led
a
Up to Jackson and 25th street. The handsomest homes are now
Streets of Helena, Ark.
A DANCE.
be considered on ther merits. It is
wholesome, clean, restful life and he
building at 29th and Broadway. The next great thoroughfare
said to be this view that leads him
edmodpdommadmondille•
gets his reward in improved health
to deprecate the publicatton In this
and 'renewed energy. He is invigarparallelling Broadway and splitting this section through the
country Of the propaganda which is
Helena, Ark., June le—George H. Mrs. John J. Dorian Gives Her Pu= ated for another year's struggle to
center
is Ohio street, as all the other parrallel streets are blockbeing used in Japan to influence Adams of Pine Bluff, president of the
pils Their Annual Picnic Togain a living.
votes in the fall for members of the World Publishing company of Helday at Wallace Park.
ed off at 28th street by hilly ground. Ohio street runs through
lower house of the Japanese legis- ena, was assaulted on the streets
the
On
other
hand,
from
take
i9th street to Wallace park (39th st.)—one mile end a
the
farmlative body.
late this afternoon by Chief of Poer. He should visit the city: He
Regulate Immigration.
lice Clancy and = ;Sergeant of Police
half,
.on a smooth easy grade. Steps are now being taken to
The teachers of the primary depart- should go to a place like New York
* At the state department it. was Tom Ruane. The affair grew out of
ment
for
the
where
First
make
be
Baptist
church
this one of the finest boulevards in the state of Kentucky
can
buildings
see
tall
the
,
said there were no developments in a crusade the World has beer makSunday school enteritained with a so- visit the places of interest like the
the situation, and, in fact, some
and the foundation has been laid by the purchase by one party
ing on alleged graft in the police de- cial and reception
yesterday after- statue of Liberty. Madison Square
prise that any were expected.
e partment, especially in the collection
of all the property on both aides of Ohio street from 25th to 3oth
noon
from
Garden
to
and
2:30
o'clock
4:30
at
Grant's tomb. The farmreport of District Attorney .Devlin of street taxes. Mr. Adams was callthe
should
building,
er
church
the
also
occasion
bevisit
islame
Coney
He
of San Francisco upon the mobbing ed down town from his office and as
streets. Street widened to 6o feet between the curbs—Broadof the Japanese restaurant and bath he was walking along, it is said, ing for etitertainment of the par- should take in all the show places
way between the business houses across the sidewalks is only
ents
of the boys and girls in this and have a lively old time.
house is expected to reach this city Ruane accosted him and after cursdepartme
nt
of
the
school.
Sunday
66 feet. The sidewalks are 15 feet wide—lots front from so to
within a day or two.
ing him tried to strike him. They
It is pointed out also. to correct clinched and bystanders separated Many of them were there and greatThen when he returns to his rural
65 feet; alleys so feet. From 27th to 28t4t has been donated for
what the officials regard as an erron- them. A few moments later. Chief ly enjoyed the occasion, the object borne he will have memories that
of
the
gatherin
g
being
to bring the will enliven
a public park—this has all been platted and recorded. To bring
eous impression to the effect that the Clancy, it is alleged, ran across the
his thoughts the whole
Japanese have made much more of street, and after telling the publisher, mothers and fathers in closer touch year—yes, for years to come if he
about
this great improvement for our future city it is now only
the San Francisco affair than was with an oath, that he was going to with the teachers and the children's doesn't have an opportunity to see the
necessary for the owners of property on each end of this five
warranted by the facts, that actually whip him, struck him with an um- work in this department.
city again.
An informal programme was renthe conduct of the Japanese govern- brella. Adams defended himself with
blocks to plat theirs to match, and the boulevard is done that will
More important than all is the vadered and daipty refreshments served
ment has been extremely modest.his fist, and it is said he broke
cation of the shop girl and the girl
last forever. If the owners on each end are so short &Jetted as.
is true that what is regarded as the Clancy's nose and badly bruised his Mrs. Edward 'L. Atkinson is superin- who is compelled
to work in a stuffy
opposition press in Japan has indulga face. They were separated and both tendent of the primary department, sewing room of some
to make Ohio street the dimensions of an ordinary street then
factory all day.
;Rollie Graham is secretary, Master
ed in sotpe rather extreme language taken home.
These plucky young women certainly
this five blocks will be exclusive property arid high priced beEdward L. Atkins assistant secreand has Clamored without reason for
The affair has created a great senshould give careful thought to how
cause there is so little of it. If you own one of these lots and
action by their own government that sation here. Clancy has been chief tary, Mrs. Rollie Graham, organist, they intend to spend their vacations
would surely lead to grave conse- of police twenty-two years, and the and class teacher, while the remain- for they have great need of
Ohio street is made into a long boulevard—you make money—
good
quences.
World in the past few weeks has der of the class teachers are Mrs. J. health.
A.
Toner,
if
there is only e blocks of exclusive property, you make money.
Mrs.
I.
0.
Walker, Mrs.
One result of the extreme news- been digging up his record. It is
Shun the summer resorts, T say to
paper agitation of the friction in San said that on the strength of this in- U. A. M'oses, Mrs. Frank Wahl, Mrs. these young women.
So an investment in a few of these lots is a winner either way
Go to the
E. L. Harrington, Miss Cara ThompFrancisco will, it is believed, be the vestigation of the pglice departme
country and take the rest cure for
nt
you
take it—only 20 lots will be sold during :sm.
son,
Miss
'indefinite postponement of the plan the street tax for
Ella B. Wlhelm, Misa your tired
nerves. Take h stock of
May, feoa. was
to initiate negotiations during the $sts as against $121 for May, 1906 Irene Curd and Miss Odie Puryear. light novels with
you and spend
There are nearly 200 scholars in
summer looking to the conclusion of
your time out in the hammock or
this department. and in order to more
a treaty between America and Japan
lying on the lawn reading. Take long
thoroughly instruct the little ones
that should definitely regulate the tt 22 22 2: :2 22 it 22 :2 2: 22 22 22 2: t2 2:
sun baths. For exercise, take walks •
U
and bring them in closer touch with
immigration of Japanese into the Unthrough the fields and if there is a
BASEBALL
the work ,the ladies have arranged
NOTES.
ited States, and it is suggested by tt
lake nearby go rowing.
little
tables in the rooms. On these
one of the officials that probably
Of course it all depends upon the
tables they have built arks, gardens
this result is exactly what is sought
environments and surroundings of
of Eden, wells and everything necesto be accomplished by Ale opposievery person as to what kind of a
The Minneapolis club has made a sary to illustrate the lessons
tion agitators in Japan and on the
they.
as
vacation is suitable. But there are
great climb from the cellar to the are reached each
s
Pacific coast.
Sunday. The boys very few who do not need absolute
cupola.
and girls also work out their subems
Pitchers More and Kitson won jects, some by drawings, others by rest, and they can get it in the country.
SCHMITZ AND KAISER.
thew first games with the New York phrases, some by needlework, and in
I would suggest as a vacation for
Americans, but will they ever win many other ways.
the business man who has been unJapanese Progressive ' Attribute tbe another?
der constant mental strain for a year.
Claude Roosman of the Detroit
Frisco Trouble to Two.
Picnic at Park.
that he take up some line of sport
team, uses 2 perfumed mitt. Isn't
7afiss Blanche Ingram, of the that he is interested in. Golf. baser
Tokio. June it —A deputation of that -sweet?
• Joe Washing
ton building corps of teach- ball, boxing,—any of these sports
Japanese from the United States apWith Addie Joss going at such a ers,
tendered her scholars a fine pic- 'will distract his mind from business
peared' today before a meeting of the fast clip the Cleevland club will nic Monday at WhIlace
park. the lit- worries, for in a few minutes the
council of the progressive party and make a hot fight for the flag this sea- tle ones having a grand time on the man forgets everything but the sport
son.
grounds playing games and partaking he is engaged in.
presented a statement, in substance
It is said that Manager McCloskey of the
Every business man should have a
sumptuous dinner.
as follows:
is dissatisfied with his infield. And
Mrs. John J. Dorian will today hobby. A man who has a hobby to
"The settlement of the San Fran- it is sai dais° that the St. Louis fans
give the annual picnic at the park to ride is fortunate, for it %sill relieve
cisco troubles 'cannot be considered are dissatisfiedd isith
his infield, outas final, and a recurrence of the dif- field, pitchers, catchers and bat boy. the students of her private school on his mind of worry always and give
South Fourth street. '
him the needed rest.
ficulties may be expected at any
The Cercle Francais of Harvard
time. It is absolutely necessary to defeated the Deutscher Verein
in the
place the Japanese in a position to annual baseball
Trial by Jury.
Dance for Visitors.
game by a score of
receive exactly the sante treatment 21 to 1. The Deutsche
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r Verein would
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as is accorded Europeans. The law do well to have their kinfolk, the a dance this evening at Wallace park
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bench of six judge* of unimpeachaMahony City, Pa.. June it.—Hand- members of the local committee and
BY THOMAS A. EDISON.
ble character, appointed for life, who
seine arches span the principal street escorted to convention headquarters
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FOR THE PURPOSE OF MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT;
A GATHERING OF MEN AND WOMEN OF BRIGHT MINDS
ATION. LIST OFSPEAKERS:
THE PROGRAMME PRESENTS MANY PERSONS OF NATIONAL REPUT
L. KREBS, REV. HERBERT S. BIGELOW, DR. JAMES S. KIRTMRS. LAURA G. FIXEN, MR. JAMES SPEED, DR. STANLEY
V. E. BAKSH, HON. E. W. CARM ACK, RABBI FIXESCHRIBER,
LEY, MR. GIDEON GAEL, MISS RUTH HEMENWAY, MR,
BEST, BY THE CHATAUQUA CONCERT COMPANY, WESLEYAN
MR. JAMES H. SHAW. THE MUSIC WILL BE OF THE
RATES ON ILLINOIS CENTRAL AND N. C. & ST. L. RAILMALE QUARTETTE, AND OTHERS-REDUCED RAILROAD
SEASON TICKETS NOW
N zoo MILES OF PADUCAH.
ROADS. ONE FARE PLUS 25 CENTS, FROM ALL POINTS WITHI
COMPARTMENT TENTS WITH 6 FOOT WALLS
TO SECURE A TENT. WALL TENTS roxia, $3.00; 12z14, $4..00;
ON SALE.
AF:1
S $8.00-SEE W. P. HUMMELL
10z20, 3 ROOMS; 122112, 4 ROOMS, EACH $6.420; taxi% 5 ROOM

Under the Huspices of the paducab
Chautauqua association

Ten Days, June 1 3-23, Wallace Park
TURNING OUT
GooD &rock

STRENUOUS TRIP.

!Dunlap, "and when they once smell
human blood they become in circus
parlance bad bulls. Ruth will be
t:oisoned or chloroformed. She will
not be strangled She may be turned
over to the Humane society."

BOY KILLED
BY ELEPHANT

I With Bum Tires, But Mr. Smith
Made Good Time Anyway.
James P. Smith, Mr., Dick
Fred Rudy and others.
Mr.
Rudy.
had a strenuous trip Sunday to Mayfield and retail in the former's automobile. hut it proved very enjoy- LAD OFFERED THE ANIMAL
BIDS
ANY
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PIPE
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SEWE
able.
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PEANUTS, THEN WITHFAIR TO BECOME A BIG
They made the run to Mayfield in
DREW HIS HAND.
ENTERPRISE.
a little less than two hours, and on
reaching their destination found they
had punctured a tire. They reached
in the afternoon, Enraged Beast Seized Boy in Trunk
Mr. Thomas Stahl Closes Down His the neighboring city
Then Crushed His Head Under
and worked until t t o'clock that
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tire
new
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get
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new tire out of shape, but made a
Buffalo, N. Y., June IL-Snatched
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F••:i make a specialty of sewer pipes them feeling the burden of their circus parade this mot fling.
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os its direetoriate. The fact that my of the Republic, assembkd in Bay huge, uncouth beasts as they shufeach other's tails.
W. 1...: Bower is president and that City today for their annual encamp fled along, holding
Little Rocco playfully ran out into
Itolsert Bower is in charge of the ment The annual reports show that
rictive operation of the company as the ranks are being rapidly depleted the street near the biggest of the
rialiager insures success and the lib- by death and that it is but a ques- elephants.
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and thus put his factory into opera- Reports to the officers
membership moth Ruth,
'n
terewth
e
siderabl
next
of
fitst
be
the
will
it
while
tion,
is. seventy years old
She
Jumbo.
Much
month before he begittot ,turning Out during the past twelve months.
of a baby elephant
is
mother
the
and
the election
bottles. The tinge tank being con- interest is -manifested in
he.
whieb- is-with-t drew.-- Ruth. will
ittruerrd -is- nedity finishrd. -art XTTL of nitcrrr
put to deatht within twenty-four
be
Walsh of St.
other one is to be erected. , Mr. Pin- Minneapolis and J. P.
candidates for the hours.
ter, will hail his gless blowers begin Paul are the ri I
are susceptible to the
t9 James A. "Elephants
cession
in
cy,
st
presiden
s," said Trainer
striving shortly to have the place
fatalitie
influence of
Mr
Nutting full blast.

Fairs in Kentucky During tgo7.
Crab Orchard, July 10-12.
Stanford, July 17-19.
Henderson, July 23-27.
Lancaster, July 24-26.
Madisonville, July 30 August 3.
Danville, July 31 August 2.
Cynthiana, July 31 August 3.
Hartodsburg, August 6-9.
Georgetown, August 6-9.
Unicintown, August 6-9,
:
Lexington, August 12-17
Burkersville, August 0-16.
Fern Creek, August 13-16.
Brodhead, August 14-16.
Vanceburg, August 14-17.
Pembroke, August 15-17.
Columbia, August 20-23.
Lawrenceburg, August ao-23.
Earlington. Aug;:at 21-24.
litarbourville, August 21-23
Ewing, August 22-24.
Elizabethtown, August 27-29.
Nickolasville, August
London. August 27-30.
Shelbyville, August 27-30.
Florence, August 28-31,
Gettnantown, August 28-31.
Springfield, August 28-31.
Somerset, September 3-6.
Paris, September 3-7.
Hardinsburg, September 3-5.
Alexandria, September 3-6.
Bardstown,'September 4-7.
Hodgenville, September 10-12.
Monticello, September 10-13.
Glasgow, September 11-14.
Hartford, September 11-14.
Guthrie, September 12-74.
Kentucky State Fair Louisville,
September 16-21.
Sebree, September 18-21.
Falmouth, September 25-28.
Mayfield, October 1.-5.
Mt. Olivet, October 3-5.
Barclvvell, October 15-16.
MAN IS MISSING.
Nothing Heard of Him Since He
Left Crofton, Ky.
The Louisville Times says Chief
Gunther received a letter Saturday
morniwg from the chief of police of
Columbus, 0., requesting the local
department to institute search in
Louisville for Sommer Schoppert,
who has been missing for a week.
Sehoppert had been visiting friends
in Crofton, Ky., but lately had been
in ill health and last Friday started
to-litve. Arrived at Columbus Monday by way
of Cincinnati, hut nothing has been
seen or h'elrd of riira since he left
Crofton. -

The
American-German
I National Bank
. $230,000.00
I Capital
I Surplus and Undivided Profits . . 100.000.00
Stockholders' Lia230,000.00
bility
$560.00n.00
Total . . . .
Total Resources . .$985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A Bauer, Louis F. Kolb, ik
, Petter, C. F. Rieke, Muscoe Barnett, Geo.e
Thompson, President; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.
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Stone MonuWe have a fine line of Marble, Granite and
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Monuments have an air of distinction.
Parties deairovao beautify their lots should inspect our
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WHITE BLEACHING STONE
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Remember we have the largest, best and most
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The Register office at once. Telephone Cumberland 31s.

The "Teddy Bear" is not .as easily
tamed as the "Bear that looks like a
man."

THE JAPANESE QUESTION.
The progress of Japan has been
told from the pulpit and platform,
embalmed in verse and set forth in
good, stroag prose until the "Frenchman, of the Orient" has become a
sort of doisligod in the minds of our
progress
people. the wonderful
from barbarism to civilization of the
Land of Nippon has been seen by the
rest of the world as a dazzling spectacle that has prevented by its
brightness and rapidity of motion,
any sober thought or calm analysis
of its motor.
The missionary has held- this marvelous development up as the supremest triumph of the cross. The
foreign military expert, who aided
in directing. the change of Japan's
army from numerous Sands of Samuari each following its 'feudal chief
into one of the most perfect and scientific fighting machines of modern
limes; proud of his apt pupil, has
poured the gush of his praise forth as
—a critical jtudy of the race. The merchant desirous of profit from barter
and sale with a new found customer
has soft-soaped the whole race. On
this we have almost accepted them
as paragons in-every line of human
endeavor, the most godlike of men,
and refused to admit the possiGlity
of evil existing in the men of Nippon.
This iterated and reiterated, from
press and pulpit, ledemany, of whom
we were not one, to sympathize with
them in their ware's...4h Russia. And
every fact that could be told to their
credit vias recorded and claimed .by
our people. While Russie, our heriditary friend, was maligned and
abused on all occasions in earnest
and certain play to the galleries. But
an analysis of the causes of the Russo-Japanese war will reveal the
cause of the present ensbroiglio with
our own nation. These causes briefly stated are:
The inordinate vanity that is a part
of the Japanese chraacter, caused
largely by the flattery in which they
have been smothered. This vanity
checlied by thc. white man's unwillingness to pander to it when the
two come together in any numbers
'
was an a0ve
agent in promoting ill
feeling between the Russian and Jap
The need of room for expansion.
which was threatened by Russia's
occupancy of NI2nchuriaf and the
Bear's designs on both Korea and
China. The trade restrictions placed
by 'Russia on Manchurian commerce
expansion,
preventing commercial
were also amongst the principal if
not the principal cause of 'this war.
These things lead to that war
which was to settle who should con
trot Northern Asia. And the result
of the wra has not decreased the
Japanese opinion of 'the Japanese in
the least degree.
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MR. ROBERT HORNER WILL REV. SMYLIE DOING ALL THE
BE INTERRED AT THAT
PREACHING WHILE DR.
CITY.
PICKET? IS SICK.

tt a-ustuutturcuunuunuussunaustuu,u

Mrs. Lillie Borders' Fifteen-Months'- Large Crowds Continue Attending
Old Son Died Yesterday and Will
the West Tennessee Methodist
Be Buried Today.
Revival—Holiness Meeting.

The remains of Mr. Robert Horner
will be buried at Louisville and not
taken to Philadelphia, his former
home, as at firt, arragged. Tie
Louisville 'Courier-Journal' Of yesttrday states::-...
.
:•"41,11111111111N1
"The funeral of 'Robert'. Horner,
who died Sunday afternotst at tilt
Norton Menu:trial Infirmary. after
short illness,' and last following hit
marriage to Miss Elizabeth Dallam
Burnett, of this city, will take place
tomorrow aftCrnoon at the residence
of Henry flurnett, his father-in-law.
The funeral
1521 Fourth avenue.
will be private, and ,the interment
will be at Cave Hill cemetery. The
1Rev. Dr. J. G. Minnigerode, rector of
Calvary Episcopal church, will officiate.
The hour for the funeral has not
been fixed defintely, and pallbearers
Charles
have not been selected.
Fearon, Mr. Homer's brother-in-law.
will leave Philadelphia today and will
arrive here tomorrow. The hour for
the funeral will depend on the
time of his arrival. Other members
of Mr. Homer's family are already in
the city, having come to attend his
marriage, which was announced to
be celebrated today."

TWO BITTEN
BY SPIDERS

The government is going after the
powder trust for robbing it, and the
prospects .are good for an explosion.
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RACKET STORE
THERM ARE TWO WAYS OF SAVING MONEY IN BUYING
GOODS.
ONE WAY IS TO BUY THE SAME ARTICLE AT LESS PRICE.
THE OTHER IS TO GET BETER GOODS WHEN THE SAME
PRICE IS PAID.

Every true man will applaud President Roosevelt in his recent utterances in which he opposes child's labor and the employment of women in
the factories, shops or anywhere else
except at home unless it be where
the work is light. President Roosevelt says the children of today will
be the matrons in twenty-five years
from now. A child cannot be educated and all of its faculties be fully
developed to his best interests ae a
inan where in early life he begins to
grind his years away in a work shop.
Take the children and women from
the factories and their fathers and
husbands will have sufficient employment to support them and give them
the advantages of home life and
Little Boy Died.
home training, and the children will
Fred. the 15-month-old' son of Mrs.
citizens.
better
to
be
grow up
'Lillie Borders of Fifth and Husbands
street. died of summer complaint at
The people of St. Louis are to 5:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon, and
will be buried this afternoon at 3
have a "rat-killing day" next Satur- o'clock
at Oak Grove cemetery.
day. If every citizen will join its the
good work, it will prove to be one
of the best investments of time that
could 'be made. The housewives and
store-keepers of Paducah should get
out the idle traps and begin a war
of extermination on the pests. Every
pair of rats put out of existence
means to head off 20,00o,000 of the
CORONER FRANK EAKER AND
rodents in the next eleven years.
MR SOL LESSER BOTH
VICTIMS.
'Louisville contributes another victim to th ecoal oil can, We thought
kindling fires by the aid of coal oil Mr. H. C. Kain Had Finger Tips
Clipped By Electric Fan—Conwas 0 thing of the past, but it seems
tractor Byrd Able to Be Out.
that.the oil can continues to get iS
its deadly work.
In raising revenue for the state
from the counties for 1907. McCracken county stands seventh in the list
and must contribute $57.391.30 to the
state's exchequer.
•
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TENT CENTER
LOUISVILLE OF ATTRACTION
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Coroner Frank Eaker is suffering
from a badly swollen hand, caused by
a spider biting him a day or two ago:
He is under treatment of Dr. obertson, and it is not thought anything
serious will GO me of the matter.
Mr- Sol Lesser, of the tea and coffee company of Broadway. is suffering from a spider bite also, it affecting his cheek and neck, which are
badly swollen:

WE THINK WE DO THESE TWO THINGS LN ALMOST ALL
Rev. Smylie conducted the services
yesterday and last evening at the
CASES. THERE 'ARE SCORES OF PEOPLE IN PADUCAH WHO
Fifth and Jackson streets tent, De.
KNOW THAT WE DO. IF YOU ARA NOT ONE OF THAT NUMPickett being confined with intermtitent fever at the resid!nce of Rev. BER. WON'T YOU INVESTIGATE?.
Peter Fields of South Third," street
In the afternoon Dr. Smylie talked
on "Loving One Into Christ,", while
at the evening hour he took the 139th
Psalm as his text, and it was a
COMPLETE
LINES OF HOSIERY
AND
UNDERWEAR
searching and convincing discourse
that made its impress evident upon
BOUGHT IN LARGE QUANTITIES THROUGH ONE OF THE
BIGGEST BUYING 0,ROANIZArtONS IN THE COIDINRY, ARE
the Congregation.
Dr. Pickett has been holding the
HERE.
afternoon worships but his illness has
WE WANT YOU TO SEE THE GOODS AND COMPARE THE
placed him in bed where he will have'
to remain several days, it being PRICES.
thought he will be recovered sufficiLADIES SWISS RIBBED VESTS AT 8 r-3c, vac and 12 1-2e..
ently by the end of th eweek to reS UAW his preaching.
LADIES EXTRA SIZE VESTS AT mac.
Miss Mary, the daughter of Dr.
MEN'S BALBRIGGAN SHIRTS AND DRAWERS (Drawers with
Fields, is confined with the fever also, but not serionsly ill.
Double Seat), asc EACH.
MEN'S ELASTIC SEAM DRAWERS 39c PAIR.
West Tennessee Methodist.
CHILDREN'S GAUZE VESTSAND PANTS FROM roc TO 33c—
The protracted meeting continues
with increasing interest and attend- EACH
SIZE A DIFFERENT PRICE.
ance at the Methodist church on
CHILDREN'S KNIT UNDERWAISTS loc.
West Tennessee street, where Rev.
CHILDREN'S FINE HOSIERY AT t5c and s5c—ALL COLORS.
Wise and Rev. J. T. Owen preach
each afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, and
LADIES PINE LISLE AND LACE HOSE 25c, 35c, 39c and 4c.
each evening at 7:45 o'clock.
Dr.
WE WANT YOU TO SEE THESE GOODS. THE VALUES ARE
Wise' theme yesterday evening was
"The invitation" and it was respond- GREAT.
ed to by eight parties who were conNEW LINE LADIES WHITE PARASOLS 75c. 9fic and $1.50.
verted,
Sixteen conversions have
been effected thus far.
CHILDREN'S PARASOLS 25c, 35c, 5oc, 754:. rolic and $1.25.
Everybody is cordially invited to
attend the services.' which are very
interesting and proving quite he9efic
1313135513/35*55..13:::::3133313 31133141313i11:131313:3311313111(11
ial.

)1osery, Underwear
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Holiness Meetings Starts.
(C)mmun:cated.)
Beginning July tr. 1907. a two
week's meeting starts at Grahauwille.
Ky.; with there present Miss Bertie
Crow, one of the world's greateet
evangelists horn Missouri, the daughter of a Methodist preachcer. a woman filled with the holy ghost and
with wonderful power of speech and
great capacity to analyze the scriptures and deliver the gospel to the
successful deliverey of the people
from. sin.
She will be assisted by
Rev. Brasfield of the Woodville circuit .and Rev. W. E. Carla, the noted
sisretng evangelist.
Let everybody
come praying. Bring tents and covered wagons and camp on the ground
and let's pray and work for a great
meeting.
CONS. McCAMON,
0. I.. CORY ELI.,
W. A. KING.

CRAM CLUB
HOLDS MEETING

AKER & THOMPSONv
•u

407 BROADWAY
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more,irritating than the mere posses:
sion of some islands in the immediate neighborhood of the Land of the
Sun. To .know that many cif our people have seen the base metal beneath
the washing of gold on the gilded
idol is one of the supreme reasons
why we too must meet Japan on the
battlefield.
And as we must fight there is no
need of wasting time in the game of
diplomacy. .For there we are in no degree a match for the nation pf the
biggest liars sic the face of the globe
—a nation whose ambassador, only
asked for his passports when its
guns were already trained on Port
Arthur. The supremacy of the 'white
race must be !maintained and it is up
to Uncle Sam to maintain it.
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Painless Dentistry
FUMY TO STAY

LONGIESTARCBM

We employ graduate and licensed dentists, who are experts atsd
use all painless methods.
Our equipment, perfect system and large volume of business make
possible the performance of the highest class of dental work at the
following
Plates
Gold Crowns
Bridge Work
r.lcild Filings
Platinum
Silver

4.00
4.00
1.00
$.00
.75

Clipped Finger Tips.
Foreman If C. Kain of the John
G. Rehkopf leather company had the,
a
St tips of his right hand fingers clipped.
off yesterday afternoon while he was BODY GATHERS TOMORROW
a TODAY IN HISTORY.
. AT MRS. BRINGHURST'S
St
St tieing a fast revolving electric fan
HOME.
The
tt
nail;
U et U U 21 U
were torn out by the roots.
U
OF VICE OVER CHERRY'S GROCERY
The wound was dressed by Dr. Jeff
JUNE 12.
D. Robertson.
Office Hours: fl a. m. to II p. m Sunday's 9 e. m. to 4 p.
Ladies' Aid Society of Tenth Street
2nd and Broadway
Phone
1819—Charles Kingsley, English nov
Church Give Moonlight ExcurAble to Be Out.
dist. born. Died Jan, 23. 1875.
sion—Nice
Social
Affairs.
Co ntractor Mel Byrd is able to be
ifieLf--Sir David Gill, celebrated asout on his crutch, but his broken ribs
tronomer, born.
1833—William B. Lamar, represent- have not yet knit completely. Ile
Solo, "'lush er by" -Mary Genela
Reading ISeiscted)---Mr. Will Bra/
Thursday morning at 10:30 o'clock
ative in congress from Flori- fell into the basement of the new
5.
Ballowe.
home he is constructing In Arcadia the Charity club meets with Mrs. elton.
da. 'born.
"Tanhaus4r"—Miss
Mary
'tSelectedi—Nliss
Duet,
Anne
Vocal solo
1866—Princess Mary Adelaide of for City Solicitor James Campbell, Edward Bringhunit, of bao Ken- Bradshaw.
•.
,
Bonds and Miss Nell Pieper.
tucky avenue, and all membets are
Cambridge married to Francis, Jr., and fractured several ribs on the
Violin solo '(Selected)—Miss Aline
Vocal solo. "Not So Lone. Ago"—
righ tside. For a day it was thought urged to be present.
Duke of Teck.
Ethel Sights
Baghy.
Miss
the
broken
end had penetrated his
1878—Kaffir rebellion terminated.
Reading, "Elder brown's Big Hie
Vocal solo (Selected)—Miss Carolung.
but
this
proved
erroneous.
Moonlight
Excursion.
18743—VVIlliam Cullen Bryant, Amer—Mary Genela ,Ballowe.
•
The Ladies' Aid society of the line ham.
ican poet, died. Born Nov. 3,
Piano solo. "To a Water Lily"
Vocal solo. (8clected)—Miss Lucile
Tenth
street
Christian
will
church
Scarcely a Whole Rill, Skylight 1r
1784.
give a moonlight excursion out of (MacDowelll—Miss Harvey Amoss, Blackard.
t894—Epidemic of bubonic plague at
Window Left in Catlettsburg.
Vocal solo. "A Tale of a Stroll"—
here the evening of June 27 aboard Cobb. Ky.
Hongkong; 2,500 deaths.
solo—Mr. Richard Scott.
Berard aKvanatsgh. •
Vocal
Master
Catlettsburg,
t.—This
Ky.,
Jutie
.
the
steamer
Dick Fowler, the boat
1895—President
Cleveland
issued
Garden."
Persian
'a
Quartette.
"In
solo.
"Aiheckiaian"—Mr.
Cornet
city
was in total darkness latt night leaving at 8 o'clock and going tip the
proclamation against Cuban
(Lisa Lehman)---Misses ,Bradshaw. Roy Bond.
s •I "MLA
and
there
is
scarcely
a
roof.
whole
river
Tennessee
before
miles
some
filibusters.
Mesrs.
flagby.
and
Dreyfuss,
Scott
'Pantomime.
Nfv..,G04, to •
"Nearer.
We own the Philippines--there! 1877—Earthquakes
skylight
or
window in town. A returning at midnight.
in Central India
Broadway Methodist
Thee"—Mary Genela Bollowe, Miss
number
of
We have told the cause of our.conhouses
were
completely
destroyed many lives and much
The Broadway Methodist church Katherine Hovenden, pianist. ,
unroofed and one dwellisg house
tinnal trouble with Japan before we
property.
Final Session.
Mk James M. Buckner and daughheld
a large crowd last evening that
was blown from its foundation by
The Catholic Reading circle held huge)y enjoyed the entertainment ter. Miss Garnett :Buckner,(yesterintended to. It is true, that so far 1898--Venezuelan revolution termi- the most
terrific
hisstorm
in
the
its final meeting of the season last I
nated with the ceptuie of Gen
Little Miss Genela Ballowe day issued invitations for a masque
they have not proved a very valuable
tory of this section. The street's are everflbg with Mrs. John MeCreary, given
Hernandez.
at their
estate .brite we 'oath them. If we give !No -Tornado at New Richmond. strewn with all sorts of debris and Of Harahan boulevard, and it proved was the star attraction, she being a ball to be given June
The
impersonator.
protalented
home
op
Eight4st
and
lecerson,
cornwires of the telephone and telegraph a charming gat ing, teeming with
them up to Japan she will demand
Wis.. killed 250 persons.
gram included the numbers follow- plimentar*• to six yeittnerielleir-lehl
companies
are
a
tongled
mass.
The
delightful featur
The ladies out- ing;
'Hawaii, and given Hawaii the Pacific
arrive shortly to be members of the
electric light plant was smashed by lined the Nooks
ey will read next
slope will ever look tempting to the SEEING THI
house party Miss.:Bisell'oeirBolling.
T.
...
W.
Prayer—D
.
L
.
the falling of the stacks and will season. After reading the hooks
covetous heathen who have loosely
'Instrumental solo. "Gondelier
EVAySVILLE. be disabled for several days. No they hand in the volumes that are
,
wrapped the robes of Christianity
-La* Timber/Deal.
casualties have been- reported.
passed around in exchange. Ani- Miss 'Rosalie Warfield.
Car"Carmtenia"—Miss
Residents
Vocal
Solo,
Claim
Rained
it
The
From
steamer
Hickman, Ky.. June lt.--The MenCaftdo
turned
over On mated discussions are always held of
over those of Buddhism. Not only
Worms and One Alligator.
oline Ham.
its side and went down the river. the books being studied.
a
gel Box company of Hitkrua
rri
t .
is the fact that we ace her nearest
Reading, "The Flickering Lights" 'branch of the Menge' •y.
The Emma Marie went to her assistof .
neighbors on the south exasperating
Evansville. Ind.. June rt.—In the ance, hut could not land her. She
----Mary Genela Ballowe.
Louisville, has bought of
. rezChristian Church Concert.
to the Japs. but we too have trade rain that fell Note yesterday were was valued at $8,000.
Vocal Solo. (Selected)—Mr. Rich- wilier, near Charleston, Mo., all of
Niany were at the First Christian
ard Scott.
restrictions, and worse than all, some Inumerous angle worms and toad
The roof was blown from the church last evening enjoying
the timber on'Latici geres of land for
the
few of our people have come into frogs, and in the West End a young county court house ,the Methodist concert given by the Church Fur- 'Recital, "Matilda's ;Music Piece"*— ;lotion. They have five years its
alligator, ten inches long, was found Episcopal church, the Meek Printwhich to remove the timber.
•
close enough contact with OW deninishing society, with Mesdames Ira Mary Genela
in the street after the rain.
ing company's bulding and a number
"Dancla'e•Fourth
Vasisolo,
Violin
us
Covert and R. 'E. Jones in charge,
zen of Chrysanthemum' land to see
of other buildings.
ations"—Miss Zola Farnsley,
$6.000
RansotrkAaked.c.
•••
program
being:
the
him as he ii‘ and' in their eyes the
A British Statesman's Word.
Vocal Solo. "No One Knows now
'Ne w Orient's, June 11..,s-Six
' Piano -solo (Selected).-eMr. Will
A tavern throughout the centuries
glamor is cleared and the derregiod
Mrs. Sallie Bondurant.
Much I Miss Yoe—Miss Lueyette sand dollars was deralauded.as ranFulton, Ky., June 1.—Mrs. Sallie:
has become a Mngolian, bright aud has been the ante-chamber to the
:
Rev
d si
k
som today for 8-ye40--,91d Welter TA..
Stroll"— Soule.
wortlabouse, the chapel of ease to the `1Flondurant. beloved wife of Andy master :01, 'A Tale of a
I Reading with music. "Orphan"— mana, son of a werl-tb:!dtl'%khan unKavanaugh.
sharp, it is trtf, but racially an inBernard
Asylum, the. recruiting station to the Bondurant, is dead, aUer a
dertaker. • Thum 'pappeased two
Prolong- I Piano • duet,
"Nabucodonoros." Mary Genela Pallowe.
feriot,„got4sny to the white mon. but helspital, the rendezvous of the gam- ed illness.
She was one of the most (Verdi)_.Mrs. Hart and Misss Brazel- '...-Iteseal solo, (Selacted.)
days sigtrarnt-thrvatifr
in all isetirlitst*fial-•character to their bler, the gathering ground for the, widely known women in this cornRobinson.
searched for him.- Tdiday's-dinuand •
elder brother of China. This is witch jail.--Rt. Hon, J. Burns, M. P. , triunity.
Inetrumental solo, "Thughts of for ransom money, hi ithlettes **toted
Baritone solo, "Frattle Grey," (De
:
416
Thee—Miss Iva Berriy,
"Black Hand." was the first clue.
en)-;.--Mr. Emmet PailbY.

Ire Hill Dental Co.
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The Wonder of the Day
fireat Sale Now on 106 Full
Blast Bargains Heretofore
Thought Impossible. MERVIN

317 BROADWAY.

TilltiK HE'S
1 RIGHT PARTY
earia

bill, and giving him the remander
called for in the check. The liverymen presented the check to' the
bank and it was rejected on the,
ground that Lee & Walker had no
money deposited there. pavis & Son
then had tlellerson arrested.
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Try Our Roof and Barn
Also Wagon

I
'

PAINT

HANK & DAVIS

Woman Cursed.
WILL DIXON, COLORED. IS
Torn Ntliett, alias. Tim Greenwell,
CHARGED WITH BREAKcolored, was arrested by Officers
ING INTO HOME.
Jones and Hessian yesterday on the
charge of cursing a colored woman
out abitn Plunkett's hill.
HELLERSON TAKEN TO
MURRAY ON CHECK CASHOwnisaniirqj Patrol House.
vict or save their father.
ING CHARGE..
Henry Seamen, driver of the paBut following the lead .of Annie,
trol wagon during the day, and
the others refined to tell the story
others are now engaged in overhaulof the shooting on the witness stand.
--"Irs
wagon
Sobs But Won't Tell.
Driver Henry Sear/ion la Overhaul- ing and improving the patrol
+(lose beside the city hall. It is
"I will not testify against my
ing Patrol House and Giving
being cleaned from top to foundafather," declared Annie when asked
;t Good Painting.
tion, a fresh coat of paint put on
to tell her story. "I would not tell
and other improvements made to
about it if you gave m e everything
ion.
condit
S,ON
HIS
lass
KILL
dER
first-c
IrATI
in
SAW
it
put
in the world."
The officers beheve they have
HER.
N
BROT
THE
AMID
Assistant State's Attorney Tingivbeen
has
who
caught the party
ly
ney
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TONIGHT

Wrestling Match
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The Paducah Concrete, Sewer Pipe
and Block Co.
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E. R. SQUIBBS
SOAP PASTE

The Purest, newest, cleanest and cheapest line of
Drugs, Sundries and !lotions in the city.

GRAIG pRuo stoRt

Elegant for, Shampooing
The Hair;
25 cents Per Jar

J. D. BACON

,

Pharmacist: ."

7th & Jackson St
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PADUCAH'S SECOND ANNUAL
The KING OF ALL
AUTAD
QUA OPENS TOMORROW
C
BOSOM IRONERS
WE 'USE

WHY?
First.
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with Ingtons
are ironed perfectly and without injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kenby
tucky: Satisfy yourself
sending us your laundry.

EVERYTHING POINTS TO ONE OF THE GREATEST EDUCATIONAL AND AMUSEMENT ENTERTAINMENTS
EVER
CONDUCTED IN WEST KENTUCKY-MRS. LAURA FIXEN IS
EXPECTED TOMORROW N IGHT, WHILE
KREBS AND
KIRTLE YWILL BE HERE BY THEN ALSO-MANY PIMA
FEATURES SCHFDULED F OR TWELVE DAYS.

Tuesday, June ill.
9:00. •:Boys 'and Girls' club-Miss
II e menway.
11,11,11
to:3o. Nature Study-Mr. James
Speed.
sr44
1:30. Walk Afield, led by Mr.
James Speed,
2:30. Lecture, "A Life Worth
Living," Rev. Herbert Bigelow. a,

ENTIRE FAMILY'S
SKIN AFFECTIONS
Mother Suffered Six Years with
Eczema- Baby Cured of Heat
Rash -----Father, Mother, and Child
Have Scalp and Hair Troubles.

in the company of a woman driving
rapidly in the direction of the Kentucky river. It is also said that
Hocker was in Richmond last night,
and took aupper at a colored restaurant on Irvine street.
Before leaving
tonight, Sheriff
Broadus said that he would not return until he was satisfied that,
Hocker was not in the county.
There is a reward upon flocker's
head amounting to $1,000.

S

Hand beat carpets are not cleatt,
We have a machize. Phone :21.

ALL GIVE THANKS
TO CUTICURA REMEDIES

MISSOURI SUPREME COURT
The second annual Chautauqua for ing attendances each event. Miss
JUDGES TO WEAR °OWNS
this city opens tomorrow evening in Hemenway will get here tomorriw
the auditorium erected at Wallace night and 'Friday organize her class
"My wife had ecsema for five or six One Judge Balks, But Finally Conyears. It was on her face and would
park, and never were indications for of boys and girls she will instruct in
sents to Innovation.
come and go. We had read so much
a more succesful and attractive physical culture each morning, the
about Cuticura Remedies that we
affair, as the weather could not _he instruction beng free of charge.
ought we would give them a trial.
Jefferson City, Mo., June tr.-MisWe did so, and it has now been about souri's supreme court judges have deimproved upon, everything is in exThe ladies of the Woman's club
tour years, and she has never had•sign
cellent condition, while the pro- : are getting their stand in shape for
ot elegem& since. She also used them cided. to wear gowns while court is
gram is of a superior nature and the refreshments and dainties they
lipth about a year ago for her scalp. in session. The custom will be a
She had very thin •hair and Cutiours new one for this state, although it
will serve each day during the chauhelped her hair greatly. I
tauqua. Mrs. Charles Kiger has
used Cutioura Soap and Cutiouraga
n inT is of ancient origin in Europe and
charge of the stand and has selected
meet some time ago for falling hair. I quite as old as the American judicinow have a very heavy head of hair and
assistants who. will help her each
It does not fall out. We used Cuti- ary itseff in many of the older states.
day to liok after their business, the
eura Remedies for our baby, who was The innovation will be inaugurated
profit they make to be added ti the
nearly bald when young. Shahs& very when the court is established in its
HON. J. HAL SHAW.
nice hair now. She is very flashy, and new quarters, presumably at the opfund for constructing the handsome
Chautauqua.
Manager
of
we had an mush trouble with heat that
Phone aon
building on Kentucky avenue near
we would bathe her with Cuticura Soap ening of the October term.
Sixth street.
and
then apply Cuticura Ointment, it
The change had been contemplated
4:00. Concert-Chautauqua Conwould dry the beat up so muck quicker by the judges for some time, and it
Tomorrow the hospital tent' will cert Company.
anything
than
else.
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be erected so that if anyone is taken
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The program fr the entire twelve
of deference to the others he finally
Soothed by Cnticnrs, when All yielded, hence the court was unanidays is as follows:
ET. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
mous.
Thursday, June 13.
Else Fails.
8:oo. Temperance lecture by Mts.
The gowns will be of the
ttern
For rashes. Itching., chafing., :titian)
RIVER PACKET CO.
,
Laura G. Fixen, of Chicago.
mations, blotches, strong perspiration. worn by the judges of the 4,,Inited.
, crusted humors States supreme court and th state
Friday, jUite
in and scalp, red courts where
The cheapest and best excur143:00. Lecture on "Our Relation
the usage is already
etzg
t
or hands, itching.
to
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University,"
feet, and sana- observed. Indeed, it seems there is
by
Laura
Mrs.
sion out of Paducah.
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Fixen, of Chicago.
ing d infanta,children, which the American judiciary inher
MISS DENA METZGAR.
E8.00
and adults, Cuticura
Soprano and Pianist.
Soap and Cutiesuu ited from England along with the
for the round trip to Tennessee
Ointment, the great code of common laws It is believakin cure and purest ed that the bar generally
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sime
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aln approve
greatest men
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and sweetest of emolRiver and return.
and women of the country.
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platform
finished,
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and rest; good service, good table,
cleaned off and smoothed over and
good rooms, etc. Boat leave, each every detail gone into with
an exWednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m. actneas that brings into being environments of an attractive naturel
For other information apply to
Captain William H. Patterson,
4.•
who has been touring the cities of
JAMES KOGEB., Supt.
Speed.
GIBSON GARL.
West Kentucky and Southern Illi1:3o. Walk Afield - Mr. lames
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt. nois in the
The Famous Caricaturist.
interest of the entertainSpeed.
ment .returned last evening from
2:30. Lecture on India-Mr. V. E.
Wednesday, June 19.
iSi Baksh.
croo. Boys' and Girls'
EXCURSION RATES
400. Erne dtains*n t-- Boys' and
Ilemenway.
Girls'
Club.
Paducah Real Smits_ Western KenON THE RIVER.
to:. Nature Study-Mr. James
7:30. Concert--Cliatuauqua Clon - tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly PaySpeed.
ment Lots for Investment. Western
:30. %Vatic
Mr. James cert Company.
Afield
Soo. Stereopticon
lecture,. "A Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
ROUND TP.1) TO
Speed.
Picture Peep at Europe"--Mr. Jas. Price List Free to Everybody. Send
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for it. Office F-aternity Building.
Evansville and Return
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(11. Flroadus, on information that
is:30. Concert-Chautauqua Chncome in tomorrow night Or the. next Cncinnati.
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cert
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morning from Elgin, Ill., his initial
4:00. Concert..rhautattqua Con and killed Mr. Neal at Lexington, a
7:30. Concert-Chautauqua Conhow to PaducAhans being Friday cert Company-Misses Hemenway,
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feW weeks ago, was seen in the
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night,
when
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afternoon, tonight, in rompany of
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Mar W. Whittemore
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E. C. COPELAND
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Specialties
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COUNTY ASSESSOR DOES A
ED SCOTT AND ED BULGER
TELEBUILDING
TY
GOOD ACT AS USUAL, GOFRATERNI
BOTH FINED, BUT WARING ALONG.
OTHERS.
RANTED
PHONES 835.

a

Put s ome abide for possible sickness or
misfIrtune. The man or Winin who has
a little money saved is the one who is
In a position to open the door when opportunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.
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Every Brother He Found Had to
William Flatt Was Given a Contin$850 Monroe street 30x165 foot lot,
Contribute Ten Cents to Home
uance Until Today of Housenorth side between Sixteenth street
of the Friendless.
Charge.
breaking
and Fountain avenue; shade tree;
fine lot for home building. half cash.

County Assessor Troutman adopt
costs
Ed Scott was fined $20 and
$1200, four acres, Meshanicsburg ed a novel way in which to do 'a
morning
yesterday
court
in the police
between Sears' store and Yeiser ave- kindly act for The Horne of the
on the charge of disorderly conduct, nue. Would make fine truck, dairy
Friendless and has left $2.8o at The
while the warrant accusing him with or pou'try farm. Would make 23
office, subject to call from
Register
was
weapons
carrying concealed
lots.
the
managers of the home.
lady
dismissed. He got disorderly down
night the well
Saturday
Last
arrestwas
and
in "Tin Can Alley"
net
was sitting
cent
per
assessor
county
ro
upward.
known
Y.
N.
and
Soao
SPRINGS
` SARATOGA
ed on information furnished by Lizabsolutely safe; no on Soisth Third street and as his
,notes,
lien
land
Bulger
Ed
had
Knights Tanplarts - 126.ao - zie Roberts, who also
friends came along he shook hands
investment.
arrested for being drunk and disor- better
July and to 7th inclusive, good
with them. He belongs to six secret
and
Sao
fined
was
derly. Bulger
returning until July 16th with
all of which have a grip, enorders,
fourstreet
had
Trimble
woman
$1550 No. tz26
costs also. After the
privilege of extension until July
abling one member to recognize ans
neighwargood
lot;
out
foot
40
house,
room
got
Scott
exthem
arrested.
,4th,, upon payment of $1.00
other upon being given it. Mr. Troutrants charging Lizzie 'Roberts and bors. Half cash.
tra. Through sleeper from Paman thought he would see how
MTS. Ross with running bawdy
ducah to Buffalo on train ro4,
'any people belong to the orders
lot,
foot
40
home,
new
These,
Alley."
$250
Can
houses in "Tin
2:33 a. rra., Saturday, July 6th.
310 Broadway
he did, and as they passed he would
Addition
ng.
merchandisi
warrants were continued over until Vaughan's
cent. shake hands, giving first one and
per
20
or
year
per
$6o
for
rents
today.
flr
place then another secret grip, but of
The court dismissed the breach of If you have $25o this is a good
PHILADELPHIA B. P. 0. E.
course if the party greeted happen• ordinance charge against Houston to put It.
ed not to belong to any of the orin24th
to
zth
-July
1124..00
northfoot
lots,
40
ders, he would not know what the
two-story
$1500
clusive, good returning until July
nls.today was _continued the warUniti
Wilk
and assessor was doing.
street
Nineteenth
east
corner
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of
privileg•e
breakwith
with
Flatt
a3rd
• rant charging Will
Home Plumbing.
street,
Every time anyone responded to
ing into the house of Mr. Ross and Goebel avenue and Tennessee line,
until July rat. Through sleeper
bethey
car
showed
andstreet,
the handshake
from Paducah. Leaves on train
stealing some corn, the home being end of Nineteenth
All of our plumbing conyard, store longed to the lodge recognizing the
104 July tath. 1:33 a: us:
in the Duck's Nest section above fine location for wagon
are executed by the best
tracts
make
Mb.
would
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grip,
the
genial
One-third
business.
or other
this city.
the
to
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ten
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donate
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sial/ed
niechanics, under our persona: sapA tine of $to and costs was assess$15oo, twenty west end lots South of
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ed against Bill Parrett for a.breach Norton street and between 26th and fund. He ot twenty-eight correct
ervision, and no detail, no maocr flow
handshakes in response, and each
of the peace.
unimportant it may seem, eicapes or aos aaoth streets, some lots irregular shape one had 'to tender his dime.
Account Spring meeting Jockey
through
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brook
low,
and
some
6th,
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We use the famous ISItztusfassr
don.
finished
Mr.
May
Troutman
Club, $695 round:rip,
BOY MILLS MOTHER
corner about four acres, all for $600, in the coins and turned them over
round
Porcelain Emended Plumbing Fixtures,
returning May 7th; 11.9s
WHO WHIPS HIM. $am cash balance x and 2 years, make
to this paper, where the ladies .can
which are the best rr.adc.
'..sc!aa
some one a good home place with secure the money.
trip May 4th, good returning
•
Nebraska Lad of Ten Confesses to garden.
your work with us, you are assured of t's.:
June 9th; May 3-11-a-23-n and
Planning Decd.
best material and workmanship obtainable.
99, June 1-5 and 8th, limit two
$2,000, two story, 6-room house on WI-IEAT CROP REPORT SHOW
Omaha. Neb.. June t t -A special the easy monthly payment plan, Stoo
days.
Let us quote you prices..
THERE IS A BIG SHORTAGE.'
from Bassett says that a Coroner's cash balance $rs per month,6 per cent
interest, west end 28th street, between
inquest there today, Calif MsCoy,
Both Phones, NO 201.
of Growing Grain Is Not
JAMESTQWN, VIRGINIA.
years old, confessed that the fatal Jackson street and Watt's Boulevard Condition
132 South Fourth St.
as Favorable as Last Year.
6o ft. lot.
street,
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side
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MA.
shootnig
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of
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3oth-z5
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McCoy. at hellOwfiome, nine miles Faces Hughes Park. Good home buyWashington, June rt -Agricultural
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city
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Tuesday, limit zo days.
ately planned and executed the mur$400 new Mechanicsburg two-room 914 at the corresponding date last
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house near Yeiser avenue and Mill year.
•
*shipped hitn.
Acreage sown in United States in
The boy 'oak. the confession with - street 4o ft. lot, well, $so cash balance
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interest.
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other and
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compared
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rn. Wait- for you.
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ing until hi* three'
hers were
$600 Seven Mechanicsburg 4o ft.
Total acreage of oats. 31.491.000
Agent City Ticket Office.
across the field from their mother he lots,
$s° cash and Sto per month buys acres, an increase of 532.000 acres as
slipped up behikt her, and, holding
Fifth- awl Broadway.
all of them. You can by accepting compared with the area sown last
his revolver with both haat% within
this proposition be buying seven lots year; condition of oats on June r
four feet of her head teorteliberate
6
for only $to per month. No trouble was 8z.6. against 85.9 last year; acreaim and tired.
se
to, save up $to per month and own age of barley is less than that of last
The bullet entered her head at the
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year by about- 17t.o0o. or 2.7 per
Agent Union Depet
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cent.
instant!), but to make sure of acof ground between
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last yew. Concomplishing his murderous purpose, Hinklevlle road and Jefferson street. against cia.5 this time
&al this
against
88.t,
of
rye.
dition
the boy fit-ed a second shot into her Half cash.
time last year
prostrate body. The Coroner's jury
Solo Five acres level land covered
returned a verdict that Mrs. McCoy
was deliberately murdered by the with trees on Hinkleville road just WED' IN SECRET
Attorney-at-Law.
ROB U. S. 0 PSOLDIER
East of C. C. Lee's country home.
boy.
Room 5, Columbia Building.
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ST. LOUISIANS SET ASIDE
now.
Enlistment After Quarrel Annulled
DAY FOR KILLING RATS. as an acre
and Prospective Protege is
Old Phone 1992.
$1,250 20 acres, house, land, nearly
Bride.
Women to Aid Men in War of Exter- all cleared. Olivet church road, fire
mination; 100.000 to Be in Hunt.
miles from Paducah. Cheap at the
St: Louis. Mo., hole to.-With the
St Issotis. Nlp . June ii - -Folloss price. All cash. No discount.
last week, and which first
wedding
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t
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stormy courtship was ended... Miss
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St. Louis, next Saturday night has street, east of Fountain
Wolfi lived with her mother here and
KY.
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been set aside for a rat-killing festi$150 Mayfield road, 40 ft. lots, was employed in a factory at Milval As a result of the great interest just west of Metier addition. Five lionaire-Philantlsropist N". 0. Nelson'.
taken in the plan, which has been lots , to minutes from I. C. shops co-operative colony at Edwardsville
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pers, it is expected that ron.000 peo- $10 per month, f.ots in same ackFtion, her work and promised to send her
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Meeting of Texas Retail Grocers.
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_AS
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THE FOLLOWING REDUCED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED

WE PAY 4 PER CENT.
MECHANIC'S

FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK

4

smog

E. D. HANNAN
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Mattil,Unger alb Co.

FOR FURTHER PAR', ;
TICITLARS APPLY TO

J. T. Donovan,

Undertakers and Embalmers.
INSURE WITH

R. M: Prather
•

BEBOUT (S. SMITH
"Anything in Insurance"

!ALBEN W. BARIELEY,It

OFFICE 306 B'WY

PHONE 385
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GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.

306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
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Steam and Dot Water Heating.
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Violet Talcum
Antiseptic and Healing.
The Daintiest Powder for
Summer use.

25c the can
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DRUG STORE
"/Cc BROADWAY.
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Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Huyler% Candies.
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SPRING SHIRTS

OF A

UNION MAN'S

Soft Shirts are ready! If you want
to get a chance at the handsomest
Negligee Shirts your eyes ever rested

MONEY

upon—come here no*/ and make your

to skim the cream of the stock.
Our line includes about everything

••

ciple of unionism. The men who

it

••

a Man can want in cool Shirts.

-t•

hours

and low

*ONO
-

wages should

not

receive any

union

the

non-union

and

• :-•

All sizes. Long price range.

Ns

skilled mechanic. Think of this,
Mr. Union Man, when you spend
That Dollar.
•1 ••

WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizzens of United
Mr. C. H. Iktorris has gone to
States, of good character and temClarksville. Tenn., on account of the ex-Senator Eavard W. Carmack of
speak,
read
habits,
who
can
perate
Tennessee.
t' J.•4211.. •
and write English. For information illness of his child.
went
to
Mills
yesterday
Mrs.
E.
R.
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Huntington. Tenn.. to visit.
1:
Richmand House, Paducah, Ky.
Mrs. Henry Theobald and daughRIVER
NEWS.
12
THE
ters are visiting in Hopkinsville.
-28
ROOMS—For rent, 706 Jefferson
Alderman E. W. Baker returned
street.
yesterday from a two weeks' stay at
Savannah. Tenn.
The Dick Fowler goes to Cairo
FOR RENT—Two rooms over
Professor Harry Gilbert of Pallas,
Walker's drug store. Apply to D. A. Texas, will arrive here in August to this morning at 8 o'clock and comes
back tonight about 9 o'clock.
riser.
visit.
The Reuben Dunbar gets out toa
Mr. S. W. Bukx, the clothier, has
day from Clarrville and leaves at
Corsicanna.
Texas,
to
locate.
to
;Cone
41113uuzz
His family leaves shortly to join him. once ost her return for Nashville.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
Mr Barney Davidson has gone to
13 PERSONAL MENTION.
steamer Clyde departs for the TenPrinceton to visit
Mrs. G. Lashlee has returned from nessee river and comes back •next
it it
lti 12 ill 13
22 it 4
Monday night.
visiting in Corning, Ark.
Tomorrow night late the steamer
Hon. John K. Hendrick is in BardNtiss Jennie Mickie left yesterday
comes out of the Tenne.:Kentucky
big
sitting
ati
special
in
a
well
judge
Chicago
to
Indiana
and
for Northern
see
stays here until Saturriver
and
suit.
4/.
day afternoon at 5 o'clock before ere Mr. Max Michaelson has returned
parting on her return that way.
iiii413 13
from Cairo and will remain here.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
Mr. David Koger has returned
from
Evansville and gets out at
11
13
LOCAL LINES.
from Richmond, Jamestown, New
once on her return to that city.
g•
ii
4
4
4
4
it
1*
2*'**
Si
4
it
tt
York and other eastern points.
The John S. Hopkilis went to EvJap Toner, officer for the liti.mane ansville yesterday and comes back
Mrs. John Murray and daughter,
Miss Effie, have returned from Daw- society. killed7..a mad dog at 326 tomorrow.
North Third, the animal having been
The Georgia Lee leaves Cincinson.
shot the afternoon before, but crawlMrs. Dr. Benson of Anna, Ill., ar- ed under the house, and remained nati today and gets iere Saturday
bound down for Memphis.
rived yesterday to visit Mayor Yei- there until killed yesterday.
The Peters Lee left Memphis yessees family at their country home in
Dick Iseman has resigned as call- terday and touches here tomorrow
'Arcadia.
er
the I. C. shops, after a service bound up for Cincinnati.
Colonel John Malrath of Murray of eight years. and Thomas Ridgelcy
The Bluespot will leave today for
arrived on yesterday to visit his was selected to take his place.
the Tennessee river after a tow of
-daughter, Mrs. Robert tolemati of
Mr. and Mrs Z. T. Ross of 616 ties for the Holcomb-Hayes com.West Jefferson street.
South Eleventh have a new girl baby. pany.
Much complaint continues being
Mr. W. P. Moore, manager of the
The towboat Harry litrowp passed
Tennessee Electric theater, has re- made by the surrounding residents down yesterday with a tow of coal
turned from visiting his family at regarding a large stagnating pool of for the Mississippi river. .
Columbia. Tenn., While he was gone water standing on Gutherie avenue.
Inspector G. H. Green arrived
the attraction here was in charge of A pipe burst and let the' flowing wa- from Nashville last night.
Hon. R. E. Haiens, the noted attor- ter accumulate until it is becoming
The steamer Chattanooga leaves
ney of Columbia, who is financial,- nauseating.
this afternoon for Chattanooga.
The reports finished show that 1834
interested in the theater.
Clerk Nlewt Harlan of the Joe
Mrs. James J Rohan and children promotions were made as result of Fowler is confined with illness at
of St. Louis arrived last night to vis- the city public school examinations Kuttawa.
Inspectors St. John and Green will
it the former's parents, Captain and last week.
Mrs. Gus Rogers. wife of the depu- inspect the Fannie Wallace today.
Mrs. Mike -Williams of Third and
ty sheriff, is suffering from a painful
The steamer W. T. Hardison was
Madison."
Miss Ella Patterson. the milliner, cut on -her hand, caused by a tin can let off the marine ways yesterday
return next Monday from a three while she was trying to losen it from and leaves today for Nashville .
•• •
the buggy tire where it had caught.
The towboat Mary Michael yesmonths stay in Mississippi.
Several days ago Mrs. Amanda terday went to the liatchie river
OrNew
Mormaduke
of
Dillon
Dr.
Cowell of 205 Broadway took her after a tow.
1'/
'
.4 Aries is visiting his uncle, Dr. D. G.
1
4
The City of Saltillo will arrive
Murrell. This week his wife joins n•year-old son. Edmond. and went
reside
with her this morning bound for the Tenneshim and they go to St. 1,mi% and to Fulton to
father, H. prewitt. She then filed see river from St. Louis.
New York.
suit for divorce against her husband,
from
-Mr. E. H. Covington returned
Armstead Cowell.
Yesterday the
River Stages.
Mayfield yesterday.
Pittsburg. 7.2, falling.
Miss Adine Morton left yesterday husband went to Fulton, met the
Cincinnati, 33.1 rising.
morning for Louisville to attend the boy enioute to the postoffice, and
Louisville 10.1 rising.
funeral of Mr. Robert Horner. From carried him away.
Rev. Casper Cummins. the MetropEvansville. 244, standing,
there she goes to §helbyville. KY, to
Mt. Vernon, 24.6. rising.
attend the annual convention of the olis minister, was taricken with parMt. Cannel 17.4: standing.
Kentucky Federation of Women's alysis yesterday at Harrisburg. Ill.
He often preaches here for the ResNashville. j1.4, rising.
clubs.
cue
Mission on South Third, and is
Chattanooga 13.0. rising.
MT. Ell Gutherie has gone to New
the father of Robert Cummins, forFlorence, 5.R. rising.
Yoelt to buy goods for his store.
merly
pastor
of
the
Johnsonville.
9.o, rising.
Mechanicsburg
left
yesterday
i' Miss Susan Morton
Methodist church.
Cairo, 34.7, rising.
to visit in Bowling Green, and from
St. Louis, 2a6, falling.
olAivre slic goes to '11a! Rock, North
Paducah, 25.5, rising.
HIS MIND A BLANK.
Carolina, to join her sisters and
spend the summer at their cottage
IlStrderson, Ky., June I.—Dr. .D. dialinside, 16.o. falling.
Carthage, 25.1, rising.
there/ The :Morton home on .Broad- B. Wodburn of Central eity was
-way will be occupied this summer by placed under arrest here awaiting auMrs. Dr. Milani. and Miss Mary torities
from
the
Hopkinsville ANOTHTER PLANT
BED RAIDED.
•- Starr.
asylum.. He was taken in oustody at
Mesdatnes T. D. Wilcox. James the request of his father. J. T. WoodMadisonville. Ky.. June T .—The
Roily. Robert B. Phillips and Ed- barn of Central City. Dr. Woodmund M. Post, left yesterday for burn has been in the city since Fri- plant bed of Gordie Hoover, a wellShelbyville, Ky.. to attend the meet- day, a part of the time with friends
ina of. the Kentucky Federation of who did not know he was deranged.
Women's clubs. They will try to The local officers had been notified
get the tong gathering for Paducah. Friday to take hint in charge. but he
.Misotes Mahle and Lena Shelton dodged them and took a train for
and Aft. H. G. Hormeling yesterday
returning Saturday night.
went to Nashville. where they join lie is twenty-nine years old and a
friends nod depart for an eastern graduate of the Louisville Medical
tour.
College. Class of 1899. -He is one of
Miss 'Anita Louise Keiler yester- the brightest young physicians ever
day arrived from Monticello college graduated in Louisville -and the loss
to spend the summer with her pa- of his mind is attributed to over!
rents. Mr. and Mh's. John W. Keiler. stndy. He was to have been sent to
nn d Mrs. Edward Reasor of the Hopkinsville aSylum
several
Bandana are visiting the latier's weeks ago hut got away. His father
brother. City Jailer •Thorbat Evitts.
is a leading physician and president
4),fiss. Mande C:airnes of Rockport, of the Central -Deposit Bank.
ty.. went home yesterday after re.' taiinins here for the winter studyUniversity of South Carolina.
ing music tinder Miss Virginia N'ewColumbia. S. C. June T —1411e
ell.
commencement exercises of the ,Unrrank Chce1( will arrive ht
iversity of South Carolina were held
.
•• • It 4; It
Waco. Tetax.
were attended by visitors front all
7Nrs„. W. W. Williamson of Louis- "en the state. The address to the
arrived yesterday to visit her kraduating class was delivered by'
I',
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There won't be a stiff Shirt in sight
as soon aa the weather wart= up a
trifle—So come, take a peep while the
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known farmer living several tneas
from this city, was radied by unknown parties and ruined. This is
the firs ttobacco plant bed that hag
been destroyed in Hopkins county,
and everything has been running
very smoothly for several months.
Mr. Hoover telephoned to Madisonville for bloodhounds to trace the
men who did the work, but as yet no
clue has been obtained as to. the
guilty parties. - He has iseen offered
$p for his plants. which has been refused. The Dark Tobacco -Growers'
Association is very strong in this
county. and it is said that Me. Hoover was not a member of this organization. The A. S. of E. is also very
strong here, and several organizers
are at work 'here now organizing the
farmers into this organization.
Every effort is being made to capture the men wh odestroyed the
plants of Mr. Hoover. and the officials of the county will not tolerate
any lawlessness of this kind at all.
Noted Men Address Editors.
Norfolk. Va., Jane in—Several
men of wide prominence addressed
the members of the National Editor
ial association today at the second
day's sessions of its twenty-second
annual convention. The president's
address by John E. junkin. of Sterling. Kat.. began the forenoon pro
gramme and was followed by addresses by Jacob Riis, the wellknown sociologist, and Josepli Medal MleCormick. publisher of rite
Chicago Tribune.
This afternoon there was an Impressive memorial service in charge
of Addison R. Burk, of the Philadelphia North Americas. The remainder of the day was devoted by the,
visiting editors to seeing the sights
of the exposition.
Simplified Spelling.
'
The late John Stetson. famous in
his day as a theatrical manager. wall
having a ycht built, and a friir
meeting him on the street. asked'
what he was going to name the bolt
"I haven't decided yet," replied John
"but it Will be come name commen
ing with S—probably either 'Psyche
or 'Cinch.'"—Argonant.

"
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mot Will Selk You a Bicyde
.
On Easy PaYMA.
pay out for car fare would soon pt.for a wheel—
terms. The
AO.
"TRIBUNE" RAU BLER" MONARCH it
•
IMPER RTICAICYCLKS
Are the best that can be produced. 515()O up. Old wheels
in exchange.
Our repair department in chargt of experts. Creapegt house
in town for Tires, Pumps, Saddles, etc. Remember the place

Williams Bicycle. Co.
136-128 North Fifth street. Net to Kentucky Theatre.

Sometimes it Pays,to Forget;
Sometimes it Pays to Remember
When you want books, music or stationary it certainty pays toremember that our stock of sheet music is the largest in Paducah.
Our stock of books is not only the largest but the best selected
in Western Kentucky. Our stock of stationery comprises the best
shr Idushrdhalk
and latest thews in writing papers. Among .a
pers. And remember we cut the prices.

;7.

Ms Book IS
Music Man

D.E.Wilson

•

At Harbour's Deparlimmat. Store
4411111•14.1m

obscrilm For The Regimer
!EffMt

PHONE.254
COAL

REAL
PITTSBURG

West Kentucky Coal Co.

1

•

.
5

FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET

1•4110.1

ON•11

50C, $1.00
$1.50 TO $3.00
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tached or detached--Sleeves of dif-

conditions

They should get their business
from

;;;=.•

Plaited or plain bosoms, Cuffs at-

on4
from

4.1,

Come, while there's an opportunity

institution that opposes the prin-

advocate long

4

selections.

Should gatt to an individual or an

benefit

•

Ago

.0444.4,,,••••••••

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Mercer
of West Monroe street.
Mrs. S. A. Street and daughter,
Mrs. John R. Walker and the latter's
child, -arrived yesterday from San
Antonio, Texas, to visit their daughter and sister, Mrs. Louis L. 'Rebout.
Mrs.-Wirn. Alexander of Lexington,
Miss., arrived yesterday to visit her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mel Byrd. .
Mrs. Elmo Steger and children
leave today for Montain Grove, Mo.,
to spend the summer, being accompanied as far as Metraphis by Mr.
Steger who proceeds to Mississippi
on a drumming trip.
Mrs. Johnston Houser returned
yesterday from visiting in Mayfield.
Mr. T. J. Lovell went to Nashville
yesterday.
. Mr. Jerry Corbett has gone to
Princeton.
Colonel James M. Quinn of Louisville arrived here from Mayfield yesterday.
Mrs. Mike Iseman has returned
from Mayiteld and- Fulton. being accompanied by Mrs. Robert Hodges,
who will visit
Mrs. John W. Counts returned
from Mayfield yesterday.
Mi. and Mrs. W. H. Elliott went
to Dawson yesterday.
WI'S. J. S. -Spinner went to Louisville yesterday to visit.
Miss Mary Goreing of Hawesville
is visiting Mayor Yeiser's family.
Misses Myrtle and Helen lioccker,
Hallie Hisey, Marguerite and -Jamie
McKenzie, and Mr. A. J. Decker returned yesterday front F.vansvirte.
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